Transferring knowledge across different datasets is an important approach to successfully train deep models with a small-scale target dataset or when few labeled instances are available. In this paper, we aim at developing a model that can generalize across multiple domain shifts, so that this model can adapt from a single source to multiple targets. This can be achieved by randomizing the generation of the data of various styles to mitigate the domain mismatch. First, we present a new adaptation to the CycleGAN model to produce stochastic style transfer between two image batches of different domains. Second, we enhance the classifier performance by using a self-ensembling technique with a teacher and student model to train on both original and generated data. Finally, we present experimental results on three datasets Office-31, Office-Home, and Visual Domain adaptation. The results suggest that selfensembling is better than simple data augmentation with the newly generated data and a single model trained this way can have the best performance across all different transfer tasks.
Introduction
Large scale annotated dataset and increasing computational power have enabled the rapid development of deep convolutional networks (CNNs) that produce high performance on many computer vision problems like classification, segmentation, and detection [24, 30, 41] . Unlike human beings who easily generalize knowledge across different domains, it is not easy for CNN models to generalize across other datasets having different characteristics. As a result, domain adaptation, which aims at enhancing the ability of the network to generalize across different domains, has emerged as a hot topic in recent years.
Training a generative model to generate images with different characteristics has witnessed significant progress. Especially after the introduction of Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) [16] . GANs enable the development of deep models which are capable of image generation across different domains with high quality [39, 20, 23] . Therefore, GANs have been widely applied to many areas such as image inpainting [36] , super-resolution [27] , pixellevel domain adaptation [4] , and image-to-image translation [54, 18] .
That has inspired us to use GANs to randomize the generation of multiple instances of the dataset of different styles to accommodate for any possible unseen domain shifts. We then use these newly generated datasets to effectively enhance knowledge transfer in a teacher-student framework. Previous work [22, 5] has examined using generative networks as a part of the overall adaptation between two domains, while in our case we examine the possibility of generative networks to generate many random instances of the original datasets, where each instance can represent a specific domain shift. Finally we employ the newly obtained datasets to enhance zero-shot domain adaptation.
In this paper, we propose a model that can generalize across different domain shifts. This is accomplished in two steps, the overall proposed system is shown in Figure 1 .. First, we introduce stochastic style transfer as an adaptation to the CycleGAN network [54] . It transforms the function of the module from performing one-to-one image translation, to instead perform stochastic style transfer, which generates images with adapted style between the source and target domains. The adaptation depends on relaxing some of the mapping constraints between the two domains. It only checks the mapping between the two domains based on a disentangled representation of the images into style and content representations. Second, we use the trained modules to generate newly adapted datasets. Then, to achieve zero-shot domain adaptation, we develop self-ensembling based domain adaptation, which adapts the teacher-student architecture proposed in [8] , where different instances of the same data are the source of perturbation. The experimental results suggest that the newly proposed architecture produces better performance on transferring between one domain to many others.
In summary, we make the following major contributions in this paper: Figure 1 : The overall system architecture. The input source and target images are sampled randomly from Office-31 [43] , Office-Home [50] , and Visual Domain adaptation [38] datasets. The images are fed to the CycleGAN-based Stochastic Style Transfer module (explained in more detail in Figure 2 ). Then style adapted images are generated for both source and target domains. All the images, source and target (both original and adapted), are fed to a teacher-student DA classifier system (explained in more detail in Figure 3 ). generalize across multiple domain shifts simultaneously.
2. Using CyleGAN-based architecture to perform stochastic style transfer between the two domains, which helps generate multiple instance of the original datasets.
3. Employing a self-ensembling technique to train a model both in supervised and unsupervised ways using the original datasets and the newly generated instances for both source and target images.
4.
Showing that the self-ensembling architecture is better in training than fine tuning with the newly generated data.
Related Work
Domain adaptation is a machine learning problem whose goal is that a model trained on a source data D s (I s , Y s ) can generalize to related but different data D t (I t , Y t ). The source data is fully labelled while the target data is either partially labeled (semi-supervised case) or totally unlabeled (unsupervised case). With this paradigm, many both shallow and deep techniques were proposed to tackle this problem. There are examples of Shallow Techniques like Sup-space alignment [9] , second order statistic alignment known as CORAL [45] , the employment of landmarks to enhance feature alignment [1, 15, 3] , sample reweighting [19] , and Metric based learning as in [53, 7, 25] . Some examples of Deep domain adaptation are knowledge distillation with soft-targets [17] and selectively choosing data samples for fine-tuning [12] . Generally, deep techniques can be categorized into discrepancy based methods, reconstruction based techniques and adversarial based techniques [6] .
Discrepancy based methods as in [31, 32, 51, 46] aim at alignment the deep feature embedding between the source and target domains by optimizing a loss function that penalizes distribution mismatch. Long et al. [31] proposed a domain adaptation network that uses a maximum mean discrepancy loss function to match the distribution of the fully connected layers of the source and target networks, while Long et al. [32] extended this work by using a joint maximum mean discrepancy loss function instead, and Yan et al. [51] incorporated the class weights in the loss function by employing an expectation maximization training paradigm. Similar to CORAL [45] in shallow techniques, Sun et al. [46] used Deep CORAL to match the second order statistics between the deep features of the two networks.
Adversarial based techniques [10, 29, 49, 4] use adversarial settings to make the deep feature embeddings of both domains similar. Ganin et al. [10] introduced gradient reverse units that reverse the gradient of the domain classifier so that the network learns similar feature representations for both domains. Tzeng et al. [48] incorporated loss functions like domain confusion and domain classification in the network framework. Tzeng et al. [49] proposed a general framework for unsupervised domain adaptation in both cases of generative or discriminative mappings. Bousmalis et al. [4] introduced a technique that adapts source-domain images to appear as if drawn from the target domain. Reconstruction based techniques outline how to construct a latent representation that is shared across multiple domains. Ghifary et al. [13] considered inter-domain variances as sources of noise in a denoising encoder, then make it learn common features across these different domains. Similarly Ghifary et al. [14] proposed a deep reconstruction network that learns both labeled image prediction and the reconstruction of both target and source images. Bousmalis et al. [5] proposed a separation network that learns to separate the latent space into two components, one private to each domain and the other common across different domains. Peng et al. [37] proposed a deep generative alignment network that reconstruct images from the source domain that are similar to the target domain and trains the classifier based on these generated images. In our work, we assume a zeroshot framework where we penalize the difference on prediction of the target data, without actually trying to match the distribution of the source domain.
Image-to-Image Translation techniques describe the generation of an image that represents a translation of the input image from one domain to another [21, 54, 18, 55, 22, 35, 28] . Liu et al. [28] proposed a UNIT framework for image translation that is based on generative adversarial networks and variational autoencoders that creates a shared latent space which can generate corresponding images between the two domains. Zhu et al. [54] presented the Cycle GAN model which introduced cycle consistency loss to construct a mapping between the two domains, but this model constructs a one-to-one mapping between the two domain. This work was followed by many papers that introduces models that make the translation many-to-many, as in [55] where Zhu et al. introduced a hybrid model that combines conditional variational autoencoder-GANs and Conditional Latent Regressor-GANs. Kang et al. [22] used an image generation model to enhance domain adaptation and made the source network guide the attention alignment of the target network in an expectation maximization framework. In our work we extended CyleGAN to generate multiple style adaptations to the original domain to help in knowledge transfer.
Semi-supervised learning and domain adaptation using teacher student model. Zagoruyko et al. [52] showed that the performance of a student network is enhanced when it mimics the attention mechanism of the teacher network. Kang et al. [22] has employed deep adversarial attention between the two networks to achieve knowledge transfer between the two domains. Mean-teacher model [47] and selfensembling [26] were proposed in the framework of semisupervised learning. Laine et al. [26] employed the consensus in prediction of the network in training to enhance network performance. While Tarvainen et al. [47] proposed the mean teacher model to aggregate information after each step not epoch, in this model the teacher weights used exponential moving average weights of the student model. French et al. [8] extended these ideas to the problem of domain adaptation. Meanwhile Luo et al. [33] consider the connection between different data points to build a graph that employs a self-ensemble based on smooth neighbors on teacher graphs.
Algorithm 3.1. CycleGAN based stochastic Style Transfer
The motivation of this adaptation is how to generate images that have the same contents of the source domain but randomized style that can match in some aspect different domain shifts. The CycleGAN module [54] constructs a mapping between the two domains X, Y as F : X −→ Y , G : Y −→ X where the cycle consistency aims at producing X G(F (X)). That module is designed to produce a one-to-one mapping between the two domains X, Y . We propose a modification to the architecture so that the image generated does not belong to either X or Y , but contains a shared style representation across the two domains. This architecture is shown in Figure 2 . The architecture assumes we can obtain a disentangled representation for the images into both content and style representations, so that each domain generator can produce an image that matches the content representation of the original domain and matches random style representation of the other domain. In this way we can benefit from the module to generate multiple random dataset instances that represent different shifts with respect to the original domain.
To get a disentangled feature representation for image I into content I c and style I l representation, we employ the method in [11] . An input image I s is passed through a pretrained Vgg-16 model [44] where I s = relu 52 (I)) and I t is the concatenation of Gm(relu 12 (I)), Gm(relu 22 (I)), Gm(relu 33 (I)), Gm(relu 43 (I)), and Gm(relu 53 (I)), where Gm represents the gram matrix of the features of relu ij (I) represents the Rectified Linear Unit activation applied to the output of the j th convolution module in layer i.
In the proposed architecture U s and U t represent the source and target generator networks respectively which are implemented using the Unet model architecture [42] . Input images I s and I t from the source and target domains are forwarded to the system such that I su = U s (I s ) and I tu = U t (I t ). Then the content and style representations are extracted for both input and generated images. For example I sc and I sl are the content and style representations, respectively, of I s , and similarly I tuc and I tul are the representations for I tu . We introduce an Intra-domain loss function l in and cross domain loss function l cross to be able to generate images with similar contents of the original domain but similar style of the other domain. The Intra-domain loss function l in penalizes the difference in the content representation between the input and generated image of the same domain:
while the cross domain loss function l cross penalizes the difference in the style representation across the other do-
The CycleGAN-based Stochastic Style Transfer module, where input source and target images (sampled randomly from the Office-31 dataset [43] ) are fed to source U s and target U t Unets respectively. U s and U t nets produce images that match the content of the same domain and the style of the other domain. The resulting images are fed again but to cross domain Unets U t and U s respectively to get images that should be similar to the original input images in both content and style. Finally the discriminator networks D Styles and D Stylet aim to confuse the generator regarding the style of the source and target domain respectively, while the discriminator network D content aims at fooling the generators to generate realistic images.
main:
Then we have the cycle loss represented by l recons . The reconstruction loss l recons contributes to training convergence and generating realistic images, and is computed by
where,
Finally we calculate the adversarial loss functions l adv1 , l adv2 and l adv3 , respectively. Adversarial losses l adv1 , l adv2 are employed so that the discriminator networks D styles , D stylet confuse the domain generator networks U s and U t to generate images with style similar to the style of the other domain.
On the other hand l adv3 and D content confuse the generator networks U s and U t to generate realistic images.
The final loss function is a weighted average of these losses, and is computed as:
Self-ensemble zero shot domain adaptation
The motivation of this section is that simple data augmentation may not be the best way to train a classifier benefiting from the generated images. As shown in Figure 1 that we have both labelled source images and labelled randomly adapted source images and unlabelled target images and unlabelled randomly adapted target images, and data augmentation doesn't explore the dependencies that exists between each image and the corresponding adapted instance.
The idea of a network to have consistent behaviour under different perturbations has been used to enhance the performance of the trained networks [2, 40, 34] . In our work we explore the idea that the perturbation can be adding a random new style to the image as shown in Figure 3 . In this architecture we extend the framework provided by [8] but we employ the perturbation to be stochastic style transfer between the two domains instead of random data augmentation.
In this model the student is trained in a supervised way using the source dataset instances (the original one Data s and the style mapped one Data sm ). The student model is also trained in an unsupervised manner which is related to the difference in prediction between the student network and the teacher network to the original target data Data t and style mapped target Data tm . On the other hand, the teacher network model is updated in an exponential moving average manner with the student network. The supervised loss is described by:
The unsupervised loss is described by:
Experimental Results
We conducted experiments on three datasets for an image classification task: Tables 1, 2, and 3, where Table 3 shows the results across multiple transfer tasks in all three datasets, while Tables 2 and 3 show results across different training epochs in the same transfer task across different training epochs. These results are shown in a Table format where each cell in the table contains two blocks of images. Each block consists of three rows, the first row represents the original images I s or I t for source and target domains respectively (source on the left, target on the right). The second row represents the output of applying the generator network to the input image denoted as I su or I tu for source and target images respectively. The third row represents the cycle reconstructed images I srec or I trec .
For training the module we used a batch size of 8, and we used the whole dataset in case of Office-31, but in the case of Office-Home we use 85% and in case of VisDa source we used 0.5% and 5% for the target. We did not sample the overall dataset in the cases of Office-Home and VisDa in order to reduce training time due to very small batch size in training. We choose λ i = 1 in Eq 7 for i = 1 . . . 6 The results show that the module manages to create different image instances of the original domain that have style similar to the images of the other domain. Table 1 shows the transfer results for the Office-Home dataset between two domains R −→ Ar across different training epochs. It illustrates that the system managed to produce photo realistic results across many epochs except for epoch 25, where the results are little bit washed out. This demonstrates that with different statuses of the module parameters U s and U t we can obtain different style transfer results. The figures show that the module managed to keep the contents of the 
Epoch 10 Epoch 15
Epoch 20 Epoch 25 Table 2 : The generation results for the Sy ←→ Re transfer task in the VisDa dataset across epochs 10, 15, 20, 25. In each quadrant, the left block of images represents the synthetic images while the right block represents the real images.
original domain but transfer the style of the other domain in a batch based mode. The results for the VisDa dataset are shown in Table 2 . The performance is less compelling compared to the other dataset as it is a more challenging task. Still the system managed to produce good transfer results between the two domain as in Epoch 10 and Epoch 25.
Finally results across all transfer tasks for all the datasets in Epoch 5 of the training algorithm are shown in Table  3 . These results illustrate that the system managed to provide good results except for some cases as in Office-Home (Art ←→ Product) and VisDa (Synthetic ←→ Real).
For each domain's data we can generate many different instances of that data using the generation modules trained for different transfer tasks. For example consider the Amazon domain in the Office-31 dataset, which has its original version D A and the version generated due to generation module (Amazon ←→ Dslr) known as D A A,D or due to the module (Amazon ←→ Web) known as D A A,W . In each generation module we can choose training parameters stored from different training epochs (in our case we used epoch 5) and we can choose to get the images generated to be (I su , I tu ) or the reconstructed images (I srec , I trec ) (in our case we used (I su , I tu )).
Self-ensemble zero shot domain adaptation. The classification results are shown in Tables 4b, 4a, and 4c spectively. The color coding for both models and the datasets are shown in Table 4d . In our experiments we trained three different types of classification models with color codes in Table 4d : 1) Base model M base : a model that has been trained on original source images only in a supervised way, the source datasets have color described by Data T 1 in Table 4d . 2) Tuned model M tune : for a model that has been trained in a supervised way using the original source images and the source mapped images (simple data augmentation to the source), the source datasets both have color described by Data T 1 in Table 4d. 3) M ensemb model: is a model trained in a supervised way using the data described by the source datasets (with color Data T 1 ) while trained in the unsupervised way using the target datasets with color described by Data T 3 . Finally, all these models have been tested against other datasets that have not been in- volved in training, either supervised or unsupervised, with color described by Data T 4 .
Results Analysis. The performance results show that there is a model that has the highest performance on all other target domains. Table 4b Table 4a . From this table, we can see that model M 11 has the highest performance over all other target datasets except one case of data D P . This model was trained on D R and D R Ar,R in a supervised way while it was trained on D Ar and D Ar Ar,R in an unsupervised way, and managed to generalize across other domains of P ,Cl without seeing these data. These results are consistent with Top-1 results. Finally, the results of VisDA are presented in Table 4c , showing that model M 1 achieves the best transfer top-5 results, while on top-1, M 2 and M 3 achieve best results on D Re and D Re Re,Sy respectively. No single model managed to get higher performance, we believe this is due to less quality of Generated random instances shown in Table 2 
Conclusion and Future Work
In this work, we showed that domain adaptation can benefit from generative models to enhance network generalization performance across multiple other domains. We demonstrated that these networks can produce multiple random instances of the same domain dataset. Each instance represents a random different shift compared to the original dataset. Our results also show that using a self-ensemble method is better than simple data augmentation to enhance knowledge transfer performance even on unseen domains. In the future we plan to train the model end-to-end where each epoch of the generation module produces data with new random domain shifts and train the classifier incrementally, so that the model can generalize across continuous domain shift changes. Moreover, we plan to conduct experiments in which we compare the highest performing model across different methods in different transfer tasks in the same dataset, which we did not do here because our goal was to show that a model can generalize even across unseen domains by using the generative models, which to our knowledge has not been done before.
